
 

 

 

RSA Identity Governance and Lifecycle 7.2.1 
Patch 12 Release Notes 

What’s New 

The following sections describe the new features and improvements in RSA Identity Governance and 

Lifecycle 7.2.1 P12 

Feature What’s New 

ACM-113315 1. In the Password Synchronisation settings UI , the user's custom 

attribute is included in the User mapping attribute dropdown. 

2. The existing User search mechanism is modified to support custom 

attributes when the password synchronization CR (webservice) 

request is raised from the Password capture tool. 

ACM-112524 

ACM-111825 

SF- 01770530 

ACM-111027 

SF- 02239472 

ACM-112386 

SF-02276487 

ACM-112693 

Older versions of the BSAFE crypto library were using expired certified  

jars signed by an untrusted vendor (SUN Microsystem) which was flagged  

by the IBM WebSphere platform. As a fix, BSAFE crypto was upgraded  

and moved to the 6.2.5.0.2 patch. 

Note:  

1. The minimum system requirement for IBM WebSphere is IBM JDK  
1.8.0_281 or later. 

2. For all SSH based connectors which use the Powershell server, the 
minimum supported Powershell version should be v2020 [FIPS 
Compliant]. 

Fixed Issues 

Data Collection Processing and Management, Database Management 

Issue Description 

SF-02348574 

ACM-114217 

Database Collectors failed due to an exception. 

 

SF-02339680 

ACM-114144 

A major deprecation of the indirect relationship processing from collectors 
was reported when v7.2.1. P08_HF01 was installed.  



 

 

SF-02316988 

ACM-113520 

Temporary files were not removed from agent-transaction-data 

after failed collection. 

SF-02304079  

ACM-113255 

Indirect Relationship Processing slowed down after the 7.5.0 P02 upgrade.  

Reviews, UI 

Issue Description 

SF-02323904 

ACM-114030 

The UI columns expanded when the reviews were performed. 

SF-02300054 

ACM-113211 

The "Set current filter as default for all users" option did not function 
accurately when the user had pre-set filter. 

Access Requests 

Issue Description 

SF-02318451 

ACM-113725 

The Role Analytics tab did not display the missing role entitlement of a 
user. 

SF-02320562 

ACM-113586 

Few In-flight Change Requests in Manual Approval did not display data 
related to change request items and all In-flight Change Requests in 
Manual Fulfillment do not have the task details. 

SF-02289640 

ACM-112989 

A bulk role modification CR was stuck for over 40 hours due to 
performance and functional issues. 

Change Requests and Workflow 

Issue Description 

SF-02326043 

ACM-113722 

Multiple variables were sent in an email for variables under 
${PreviousNode_completedBy_meu}. 

SF-02295433 

ACM-113129 

Workflow variables were displayed after purging data in the approval 
display. 

SF-02294084 

ACM-113115 

When the Fulfillment node was renamed, the fulfillment sub-processes 
were displayed under the Approval section of the request details. 

SF-02284071 

ACM-112945 

Additional variables were displayed in the Manual Fulfillment form even 
when the "Show job level variable" option was unchecked in the 
fulfillment workflow. 

SF-02270904 

ACM-112870 

Workflow selected an out-of-path fulfillment sub workflows. 



 

 

SF-02275839 

ACM-112740 

AFX Workflows did not function accurately after the patch installation p07 
on RSA IGL version 7.2.0. 

SF-02261111 

ACM-112569 

Indirect items were included for approval when category grouping was 
implemented. 

SF- 02270419 

ACM-112562 

Errors were reported when the account IDs in the terminate webservice 
call were retrieved. 

SF- 02266598 

ACM-112514 

An error "Workflow flagged as stalled based on stall detection settings" 
was displayed at the approval node when the customer had a second 
approval workflow in the fulfillment phase 

SF- 02266581 

ACM-112513 

ChangeRequestId number was not displayed when ChangeRequest’s Name 
field was generated after a rule was processed. 

SF- 02251569 

ACM-112340 

When a role was assigned to a user, shared accounts were added to the 
group, even when a non-shared account was required. 

SF- 01828538 

ACM-112018 

File attachments to a request led to inefficiencies of SQL nodes in 
workflows. 

SF- 01806957, 
01819390, 02271413 

ACM-111658 

Change requests were stuck when a user was removed from a nested 
group. 

SF- 02273046 

ACM-112636 

Changes made to the Business Role led to the removal of access for over 
1000 users. 

SF- 02250049 

ACM-112304 

Approval or Rejection response email static text was not customizable. 

Role Management 

Issue Description 

SF-02318447 

ACM-113537 

Few indirect role entitlements in the user access tab were not available to 
users even when they were a part of the Business role. 

SF-01834062 

ACM-112834 

Few overlapping entitlements were removed when customers tried to add 
or remove the role with common entitlements. 

Password Management 

Issue Description 

SF-02301005 

ACM-113335 

The password capture tool did not create a request in IDM when the 
password contained XML characters. 



 

 

Security 

Issue Description 

SF-02313143 

ACM-113500 

‘X-Frame-Options: SAMEORIGIN' was added in response headers for the 
help application to avoid clickjacking attacks. 

 3.  

API, Collector 

Issue Description 

SF-02294089 

ACM-113202 

REST IDC collected data from the endpoint inaccurately. 

SF- 02254936 

ACM-112421 

Group Owner Resolution was case-sensitive in Account Collectors. 

 
Platform Matrix 
The latest application server and JDK version have been certified for this release. 

 RSA Identity 

Governance and 

Lifecycle Hardware 

Appliance 

RSA Identity 

Governance and 

Lifecycle Software 

Bundle 

Software Only 

(WebLogic or 

WebSphere) 

Container  

Application Server Version 
 

WildFly 10.1.0 

Included 

Qualified Qualified n/a Qualified 

WebLogic 14.1.1.0 

 

n/a n/a Qualified n/a 

WebSphere 

9.0.5.11 

n/a n/a Qualified n/a 

JDK Version Certified 

AdoptOpenJDK 

1.8.0_332 

Qualified Qualified n/a n/a 

Oracle 

JDK1.8.0_321 

(WebLogic) 

 

n/a n/a Qualified n/a 

IBM JDK 1.8.0_271 

(WebSphere) 

n/a n/a Qualified n/a 

AdoptOpenJDK 11 n/a n/a n/a  n/a 

 


